Abstract Blocks-based environments are frequently used in settings where there is little or no access to teachers. Effective support for examples in blocks-based environments may help novices learn in the absence of human experts. However, existing research suggests that novices can struggle to use examples effectively. We conducted a study exploring the impacts of example-task similarity and annotation style on children's abilities to use examples in a blocks-based environment. To gain understanding of where and why children struggle, we examined the degree to which (1) children were able to map a task to its corresponding example, and (2) their programming behavior predicted task success. The results suggest that annotations improve task performance to an extent and that mappings and programming behavior can begin to explain the remaining problems novices have using examples.
Introduction
Blocks-based programming environments, such as Scratch [1] , App Inventor [2] , and Looking Glass [3] have been growing in popularity. In this paper, we start to explore how novices use examples in a blocks-based programming environment. Understanding example use in blocks-based environments is important because effective example use can: (1) help to provide learning support for novices who lack access to formal classes and qualified teachers, and (2) be a useful skill as programmers transition to more independent projects.
Blocks-based environments are often used by children with very little programming experience. Due to a lack of qualified computer science teachers [4] , children commonly use blocks-based environments for short classroom projects, extracurricular activities, or on their own. As a result, many blocksbased programmers rely on the programming environments and related online materials to provide learning opportunities. Current systems support learning through tutorials [5] , games [6, 7] , and intelligent tutoring [8] . However, in order to work toward a programming goal, novices likely need more contextspecific information like they might find in example code that is similar to their goal.
Studies have found that programmers of all experience levels often use example code found online to accomplish DOI reference number: 10.18293/VLSS2017-009 particular tasks [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The ability to use examples effectively is an important skill for programmers to have, as it enables the programmers to continue to gain new skills as technologies change. Unfortunately, inexperienced programmers often struggle when attempting to reuse others' code [14] . Due to their difficulties understanding example code behavior, some novices report referencing example code as a model rather than adapting it and integrating it into their programs [12, 13] . Yet, research on programming and examples has primarily focused on selecting examples [15] or adapting them [16] , rather than the process of example use.
In this work, we ran a study exploring how novice programmers use examples. Our first goal was to compare annotation styles and example-task similarities to understand how these commonly used styles of examples affect performance. We measured performance through task success and analogical mappings. The idea of analogical mappings comes from problem solving, where an analogical mapping refers to a relationship between corresponding parts of two problems. Often, that relationship can help a learner to solve a problem by figuring out how the solution of one problem relates to another problem they are trying to solve [17, 18] . Likely, using an example to solve a programming problem requires a mapping between the two snippets of code. If analogical mappings between example code and tasks indicate a likelihood to succeed, systems could use that information to determine when and how to provide support. In order to not affect the problem solving process, we collected analogical mappings after users completed tasks, which may not be able to indicate whether analogical mappings can predict success during a task. Thus, we hypothesized that novices' mappings between tasks and examples would correlate with task performance, which can begin to indicate how analogical mappings in programming relate to task success.
The example styles only had a small impact on both task performance and analogical mappings, so we performed a post-hoc analysis that looked at performance in terms of four "stages" of programming task completion. In blocks-based programming, programmers often need to (1) manipulate the GUI, and then (2) locate, (3) insert, and (4) correctly apply blocks in order to solve programming tasks. We used these four stages to investigate two ways of understanding when novices are having trouble using examples: correctness of analogical mappings and programming behaviors. We hypothesized that participants' programming behaviors (i.e. manipulating the interface, editing the code, or executing the program) will have some predictive power, which we explore using decision trees.
To investigate these hypotheses, we ran and analyzed a study looking at novice programmers using examples in a blocks-based programming environment. Researchers can use the results of this study to inform the design of ways to help novice programmers use examples in blocks-based programming environments and educational systems for computer science using examples. The goal of this study is to better understand novices' example use in programming by answering 3 questions:
1. How does the interaction of annotations and example similarity affect novice programmers' performance on tasks using examples?
2. To what degree does the ability to map an example and target problem correlate with task success?
3. To what degree do programming behaviors predict task success?
Related Work
We first discuss related work surrounding examples in programming and in education. We then discuss how this work relates to other ways for novice programmers to learn independently in blocks-based programming environments.
Support for Programming with Examples
There is a broad range of work on programming with examples. However, most of it focuses on support for selecting appropriate examples or adapting an example for a new context, but does not look at the problems novices have in trying to use examples.
Systems focused on assisting in example selection either help programmers to find better examples or provide them directly. Specialized search tools for programming enable users to quickly perform keyword searches over API documentation [19] , open-source projects [20] [21] [22] , and code snippets presented on web pages [15, 21, 23] . Since keyword searches can return a large number of irrelevant results, some systems support specifying more constrained searches [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or provide suggestions based on the programmer's current context [29] . Some programming environments provide access to examples by including a small set of pre-created examples [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , integrating example search directly into the environment [19, 20] , enabling access to programs created by other users [1, 38, 39] , or using direct manipulation to generate example code [29, 30, 33] . All of these systems aim to either make it easier to select an analogous example for a certain problem or attempt to suggest a useful example. Only one system that we know of, the Idea Garden, actually frames example use as analogical reasoning [40] . In the Idea Garden, analogy is introduced as a strategy for overcoming barriers, but the analogy was used mainly for selecting an example to use.
Programming systems currently support using examples, as well as integrating example code. Systems have added annotations as a way of supporting example use. Generally, these annotations either provide general descriptions of the code as a whole [15, 40] or provide specific information about certain parts of the code [16, 30, 41] . Other systems support programmers in integrating example code into programs, essentially removing the need for programmers to create mappings in order to use an example to solve their problem. For instance, Codelets provides a widget to allow easy modification of example code [42] , while WebCrystal allows users to select which combination of features to integrate from an example [16] .
Work on programming with examples is mainly in textual programming languages and focuses on selecting an example or supporting example integration, rather than understanding the issues novice programmers in blocks-based environments have while using examples.
Learning From Examples
The idea of supporting example use in order to improve independent learning opportunities is supported by two areas of research: (1) educational systems that introduce examples, and (2) theories of learning from examples. This study used examples more like programmers would find on the web because we wanted to simulate the experience of a novice programmer learning programming outside of a classroom, but the research on examples in education has inspired design choices in this study.
A number of educational systems provide support for example use [30, [43] [44] [45] . There are also systems [46, 47] that integrate examples into tutorial systems for programmers based on Caroll's theory on minimalist documentation [48, 49] . Similarly, other systems also provide sets of annotated examples to support learners, called 'case libraries' [50] . Case libraries provide sets of examples that relate to a problem learners are trying to solve [51] . This idea is supported by casebased reasoning theory, which focuses on having students learn through experiences and reflection [52] . The work on case libraries for case-based reasoning is limited and does not address programming examples. Furthermore, all of the examples in these systems are designed to fit within educational systems, rather than considering how novices can use examples to learn independently. They also do not address different types of example styles and how they affect novice programmer use. One study [53] looked at novice programmer example use, but only for one type of annotation style and mainly focused on the participants' descriptions of their difficulties, rather than on data that could possibly predict success or failure. In the discussion, we explore the relationship between the results in the two studies.
Research on learning from examples, such as worked examples and cognitive load theory, are important to consider in thinking about novice programmer example use. Worked examples are a popular and well studied learning method found to be more effective than problem solving in some cases [54] . Worked examples are grounded in cognitive load theory, which is the mental effort for a novice to learn something new. Cognitive load theory can be reduced by improving instructional material, such as worked examples, to focus a learner's attention on the steps needed to solve a problem [55] . Worked examples have been used to teach a variety of topics, including mathematics [54] as well as programming [44, 56] . One recent study uses programming worked examples to study the effect of labels on learning [57] . Worked example research has also investigated differing degrees of example similarity, finding that both similar and dissimilar examples can be useful for learning [58, 59] . The research on worked examples supports the idea that the use of examples in learning can be highly effective, but worked examples have been primarily studied in classroom contexts. More work needs to be done to determine how the ideas from cognitive load theory and worked examples can apply to the types of examples programmers would find on the web, when programmers are more focused on completing a task than working through educational material.
Independent Learning for Novice Programmers
There are a variety of blocks-based programming environments that are used outside of classrooms and often provide some support for learning without a structured class, such as games, tutorials, and reuse.
Many blocks-based environments provide tutorials on their websites, such as Scratch [60] and App Inventor [61], which both have web pages providing video tutorials to get users started. However, video tutorials can be hard to use because it is often difficult to step forward or backward [62] . Furthermore, one study found that tutorials were not as effective as puzzles for novices for learning [63] . Some blocks-based environments are games-based, such as Blockly Games [64] and Code.org [6] . Games have been shown to be effective learning mechanisms for novice programmers [65] , but often do not allow users to create their own project. Furthermore, learning through games does not apply to learning more advanced programming, where example use is critical.
Many blocks-based environments now provide the ability to share and reuse others' code, similar to the way experienced programmers sometimes use example code. Scratch [60] and Looking Glass [3] provide explicit "remixing" features. App Inventor [2] , Kodu [66] and Touch Develop [67] also allow users to use other programmers' projects. However, research has found that novice programmers often have trouble selecting the code they need, which likely makes adapting others' code difficult for novices [14] . Research has been able to cluster behaviorally similar visual code for Scratch [68] , which could help novices to find appropriate code more easily in blocks-based environments, but it is still unclear how to help them use example code more effectively.
Overall, prior work on examples in programming has focused on more experienced programmers in text languages.
The research on examples in education supports the idea that examples can be an effective way for novices to learn new concepts. Novice programming environments provide a variety of learning supports, but none addresses understanding novices' behavior when using examples as models for learning.
Study
The goal of this study was to better understand novices' example use by exploring (1) how example similarity and annotations impact example use, (2) whether successful analogical mappings correlate with task success, and (3) whether programming behavior can be used to predict success.
For the study, we asked participants to complete twelve experimental programming and mapping tasks, equally divided between similar and different examples. Participants were randomly assigned to use examples with one of our three annotation styles or no annotations throughout all tasks. Participants completed the tasks in Looking Glass, a blocksbased programming environment for creating 3D animations, designed for middle school aged children (see Figure 4) . In this section, we discuss the reasons for our study design and the details of how we ran the study.
Study Design Rationale
In this section, we explain how we chose our experimental materials (example similarity and annotations) and why we decided to look at how analogical mappings and behaviors relate to task success or failure.
Example Task Design
We decided to vary the similarity between examples and task code to simulate the natural variety that would occur in found examples online. However, analogical reasoning research suggests that learners are more successful at completing problem solving tasks when they have an example that is similar to the target problem [17] . This work demonstrates the utility of two kinds of similarity: surface similarity refers to the correspondence between superficial features of the problem and example; structural similarity refers to the correspondence between the operations necessary to solve the problem and example [17] . To explore the impact of similarity, we created two kinds of tasks: similar and dissimilar example tasks.
The similar examples and programs have both structural and surface similarity because they share a similar code structure. For instance, in the similar task and example in Figure 1 , the example and the solution use the exact same structure, a Do together block with two nested statements. For the dissimilar example tasks, the structures in the examples differ greatly from the solutions. As shown in Figure 1 , the example has a Do together block with three statements, however the solution requires two Do together blocks each with two statements. Additionally, the dissimilar task and example differ in the types and number of objects used in the Do together blocks. We hypothesized that participants would be more successful at completing tasks with similar examples than tasks with dissimilar examples. 
Example Annotations
We decided to compare example annotations because they are a common feature of found examples online, as well as in examples provided by support systems. Figure 2 shows the three annotation styles we selected and an example with no annotation (the control condition).
Below we describe the four annotation styles used in this study:
Brief Summary: provides a high-level description of code behavior, but it does not link explanations to individual lines of code. We selected this type of annotation because it is used in other systems and example work [15, 40] . We believe brief summaries could be useful in solving programming tasks because they can help a user to understand the overall behavior of the code, which could help with forming mappings and solving tasks.
Line-Specific Notes: provides descriptions of each salient line, shown near the associated code. We also selected this style as a comparison because it is commonly used for programming examples [16, 30, 41, 57] . Furthermore, line-specific notes could help a user who is confused about how a certain construct works to view information specifically about that part of the code.
Visual Emphasis: provides a red highlighted outline around the critical element or elements of the example. We designed this annotation based on formative testing, in which we found that simply circling the important part of an example in red helped novices to solve programming tasks. This could be because programmers can test the correctness of their code, so this annotation could provide them with enough information to identify the code elements involved in the solution so that they could then use that to try out possible solutions. A benefit of this annotation style is that it is quick to create and is not based on writing style, reading comprehension, or language.
No annotation (Control): the code example is shown without any textual information or highlighting.
Example-Task Analogical Mapping
Based on the idea that analogical problem solving is similar to completing a programming task using an example, we hypothesized that having novice programmers complete an analogical mapping task might provide insight into whether they correctly completed the task.
Cognitive psychologists define analogical problem solving as using one provided problem and solution (the base) to solve another problem (the target) [17, 18] . We believe that novice programming with examples is most closely related to analogical reasoning in mathematics [69] . To illustrate the model of analogical problem solving using mathematics, imagine a student solving problem 3x+2 = 11 using an example 2x-4 = 6, as shown in Figure 3 . The student must first map the parts of the task and example that are related. In this case, the 3x and 2x are related, the + 2 and -4 are related, and the =11 and =5 are related. The example solution might begin with moving 4 to the opposite side of the equation. Using the mapping, the learner would similarly subtract the 2 from both sides of the target equation. The mappings allow learners to adapt the sequence of steps necessary to solve the problem to the context of the target problem. In this case, the base and target problems have high surface similarity, meaning that the words are similar, making it easy to map the two [70] .
Prior work is divided on whether the ability to generate correct mappings can predict task success. Gentner [18] describes the structure-mapping theory, which argues that there is a set of relations in the base problem that is also true for the target. The analogy is a mapping between the set of relations for the base and target problems. Gentner's work suggests that the primary difficulty associated with solving a problem using an analogy comes from mapping the example and the target. If participants can correctly map the example and target, they are highly likely to correctly solve the problem. In contrast, Novick and Holyoak's research [71] in the context of mathematical problem solving suggests that while mapping the example and target problems is necessary, it may not be sufficient to enable a learner to solve a problem using an analogy. In particular, when learners need to adapt the example to fit their target problem, some learners may succeed at mapping but struggle to construct a full solution [71] .
Programming using an example shares some similarities with analogical reasoning in mathematics: novice programmers attempt to use a completed solution, in the form of an example to develop a related solution. However, there are also two important differences between analogies in mathematics and programming. First, novice programmers can incorporate testing into their problem solving process. Second, programming examples are not analogies in the traditional sense. Generally, an analogy provides both an analogous problem and the sequence of steps necessary to arrive at the solution. However, example code is essentially the completed solution. Because of these differences, it is important to evaluate how analogical mappings in programming relate to task success.
In order to understand whether correct mappings correlate with success for novice programmers, we needed to collect mapping and task performance. Mapping can be operationalized as the ability to define relationships between elements in the example and target [17] . If a mapping is achieved, it occurs at some point during the task, possibly before the task is completed, making it difficult to collect mapping information without interrupting the task. We chose to collect the data after the task to prevent the data collection from changing the problem solving strategy.
Example-Based Problem Solving Process
While previous work suggests that inexperienced programmers often struggle to make effective use of example code, relatively little is known about how novices attempt to solve problems using example code and what kinds of behaviors predict success or failure. Characterizing predictive behaviors may help to identify opportunities for future systems to better support example use. For instance, knowing whether difficulty finding specific code blocks is linked to success or failure can indicate how big of a hurdle the programming environment is in solving a task. This can be accomplished using log data from the programming tasks and using decision trees to understand which features predict success and failure. Decision trees are often used for prediction across many domains, and have been successfully used in human-computer interaction, such as in predicting interruptability [72] . We selected this analysis method after the study was complete to answer questions about programming behavior generated by the example-task mapping analysis.
Study Methods
We gave participants 90 minutes to complete a computing history survey, a training task, and 12 programming tasks with examples. The computing history survey asked participants about their experiences using computers and with programming in the past to confirm that they were eligible for the study. Each participant was assigned to one of the four annotation conditions. For this evaluation, we used the novice programming environment, Looking Glass [3] . Looking Glass has similar complexity to other blocks-based programming environments in many respects, like having blocks organized in palettes.
Participants
We recruited 99 participants between the ages of 10 and 15 for our study through the Academy of Science of St. Louis mailing list. The Academy of Science of St. Louis is an organization that provides opportunities for members to participate in science and technology programs city-wide. Community members also forwarded our email to a newspaper and a homeschool message board on their own. Since this work aims to address the problems of novice programmers who do not have access to formal computer science education in schools, we asked that participants have "minimal" programming experience, which we defined as 3 or fewer hours. This limit on the number of hours participants had coding also ensures that the participants did not have prior experience using the programming concepts in the tasks.
We analyzed the data for 80 participants (33 female, 47 male, age: M = 11.8, SD = 1.3). Each participant received a $10 gift card for Amazon.com in recognition of his or her participation. We excluded 19 participants: 13 had more than minimal programming experience (i.e. had programmed for more than three hours); 4 did not complete the study within the allotted time; and we had 2 study administration mistakes.
Training Task
We asked participants to complete a training task designed to help familiarize them with the study format and the basic mechanics of the Looking Glass programming environment. The training task had two parts: (1) participants completed a simple program using an example, (2) participants mapped the example and training program on paper.
To complete the training program, participants assembled a simple three-line program in the correct order using an onscreen example. While completing the training program, participants could reference a mechanics help sheet that provided an overview of creating a simple program within the programming environment. This task was designed to introduce participants to the format of the programming tasks and basic interface mechanics. Through pilot tests, we found that this introduction helped to reduce the number of interface and taskrelated problems during the experimental tasks. Participants were free to reference the mechanics help sheet throughout all study tasks. There was no time limit for this task, but if participants seemed stuck, a researcher helped them to complete the task. Participants were also allowed to ask questions during this task.
After completing the training program, participants also completed a paper-based analogical mapping task. This mapping task asked participants to draw lines connecting elements in the example code with the introductory program (see Figure 5) . As with the program training task, the mapping training task familiarized participants with the task instructions.
Programming Tasks with Examples
We next asked participants to complete twelve programming tasks using examples. The tasks covered six programming concepts, listed here from easy to difficult: simple parallel execution, using a for loop, using an iterator within a for each loop, using an advanced API method unique to Looking Glass, setting a conditional for a while loop, and using a function's return value as an argument to a method call. For each programming concept, we developed similar and dissimilar example tasks. See Figure 1 for the similar and dissimilar example programming tasks for the simple parallel execution concept.
We chose programming concepts that greatly varied in difficulty to help provide insight into how concept difficulty affects novices' abilities to complete the tasks. We designed the tasks with the understanding that many would be challenging, especially for novice programmers with minimal programming experience, leading to an expected low overall task performance. This was purposeful because we wanted to explore both the times when novices succeeded using examples as well as when they had difficulties. As prior research suggests that novices are often unsuccessful in using examples, we included a significant proportion of tasks that our pilot tests indicated would have a low success rate in order to capture the challenges novices face when using examples.
As in the training task, each programming task consisted of: (1) modifying a program using an on-screen example (see Figure 4) , and (2) completing a paper-based analogical mapping task (see Figure 5 ).
To complete each programming task, participants needed to modify an existing program to achieve a stated goal while meeting task constraints intended to ensure use of the targeted programming concept. For example, in looping tasks, we required that participants only add a certain number of code blocks in order to force them to use a loop in order to correctly complete the task. Figure 4 shows one programming task used in the study. Participants had at most five minutes to complete each programming task. If participants stated that they finished the task early, a researcher asked them if they were sure that they fulfilled all of the criteria of the task, but did not tell them if it was correct or incorrect. We did this to encourage participants to check their own work and try to make sure they fulfilled the criteria on their own, as pilot studies showed that participants sometimes did not always read directions carefully. We created the tasks and selected time limits based on formative and pilot testing.
To complete the mapping task, participants drew lines connecting code elements in the example to related elements in the program as shown in Figure 5 . There was no time limit on the mapping task, but participants generally completed mapping tasks very quickly. Participants completed paper mappings after each programming task to prevent the mapping task from Step (2): the user drags the repeat construct into the code editor to transition from the Ready-to-Program to Assembling Stage.
Step (3): the user drags the move statement into the repeat construct to correctly complete the task. influencing their problem solving process. We acknowledge, however, that collecting mappings at the end of the task could overestimate how many participants had correct mappings during the tasks. Furthermore, it is possible that not having a time limit on mapping tasks may have allowed participants to figure out the mapping at the end of the task.
To account for learning effects, we used a Latin squares design to assign task orderings across participants. We varied the order of the six programming concepts using a balanced 6 x 6 Latin square. For each programming concept, a participant first completed a similar or dissimilar example task for that concept, immediately followed by the other example similarity type. For the six concepts, each participant completed three with a similar example task followed by a dissimilar example task and three with a dissimilar example task followed by a similar example task. Each participant saw one of the four example annotation types for all 12 tasks.
Data and Analysis
We analyzed three types of data: program performance, example-target mappings, and programming behavior.
Program Performance
We saved participants' task programs when they finished the task, which was when they either stated that they were finished or timed out after five minutes. We graded these final state programs for correctness using criteria based on previous work scoring similar programming tasks [17] . We assigned points for (1) correct usage of the target programming construct, (2) correct placement of the provided code statements relative to the target programming concept, and (3) a lack of extraneous changes. We created rubrics in which participants earned one point for each correct attribute in these three categories. One researcher then scored each participant's programs using the rubric.
User Interface Behaviors Number of UI actions: User interface actions such as exploring a drop down menu, changing a tab stage, etc. Time performing UI actions: Continuous blocks of user interface actions spaced closer than one second apart. Number of example actions: The number of times participants interacted with the example (i.e. by mousing over or playing it). It is important to note that this is, at best, an imperfect indicator of example engagement. While some users moused over or moved the example while studying it, we also observed participants who were clearly studying the example without use of the mouse. Time interacting with example: Continuous blocks of interacting with the example using the mouse, spaced closer than one second apart. Idle time: The amount of time the participant spent not doing anything. We computed this by looking for periods where the time between events was greater than fifteen seconds. Number of scene edits: The number of times the participant changes the scene layout (e.g. moving the camera or changing the position of a 3D model). None of the tasks required that participants edit the scene, so this is always off-task behavior. Code Editing Behaviors Number of irrelevant edits : An irrelevant code edit does not make any progress towards a correct solution and does not touch any code elements used in achieving a correct solution. Number of semi-relevant edits: A semi-relevant edit modifies an element of the code that is involved in a correct solution, but does so in a way that does not make progress towards a correct solution. For example, in the case where a participant needs to replace a numeric parameter with a call to a function, a semi-relevant edit might change that numeric parameter to a different numeric value. Number of relevant edits: The number of relevant edits and the time at which the participant first made a relevant edit. We define a relevant edit as one that makes progress towards a correct solution. Number of edits: This included all code edits, regardless of type. Number of tinkering edits: We noticed that when participants gave up on solving tasks, they appeared to frequently transition to changing unrelated parameter values or experimenting with keyed parameters (e.g. animation styles, duration, etc). This often takes the form of "what does this do?" style experimentation. We refer to these types of changes as tinkering edits. Number of executions: The number of times the participant executes their program. 
Example-Target Mappings
To analyze the mapping tasks, two authors independently transcribed which components the lines were drawn between for 14% of participants, reaching high agreement (Cohen's κ >.61) for the mappings (κ = .794, p < .001). The authors then worked independently to transcribe the remaining participants' mappings. This was necessary because in a small number of cases, it was slightly ambiguous which blocks the mappings were connecting. We developed a set of correct mappings consistent with the program solution and recorded whether the transcribed mappings contained one or more of these correct mappings, similar to the analysis from Spellman et al. [73] .
Programming Behavior
In addition to mappings and program performance, we also recorded log files of the actions that participants took while working on each task. This includes data such as interface interactions like opening a palette of blocks, time spent with their mouse interacting with example, and program modifications, as shown in Table 1 . We use this log information to compute program solution progress, which we will discuss throughout our results section to provide more granularity than just success or failure. Our log parser analyzed participants' code editing behavior when working towards the solution of a task. Because each task has a known solution and a known interface state to reach that solution, we were able to ascertain whether their actions were relevant to the solution or were in no way related to the task. We also investigate whether this log data can predict success or failure on tasks using decision trees, which we will go into greater detail in the results section.
Program Solution Progress
The majority of our tasks required that participants work through a series of stages in order to arrive at a solution, which we will discuss throughout the results section. These stages are four key parts of a task in a blocks-based environment that we hypothesized could provide us with more in-depth information about where novices struggled:
Exploring & Searching Stage: The user has made no progress towards a solution. Typically, the user is exploring and searching the interface in an effort to advance their task. This stage may include both code changes and user interface actions that do not advance the user towards a solution. This is an essential part of many new programmers' experiences in blocks-based environments, where rather than being able to type a command, they must explore the environment in order to find the blocks they need to program.
Ready-to-Program Stage: The user interface is in a state where the program elements necessary to solve the problem are accessible. For example, if the user needs to add a loop to solve a problem, the palette containing the loop code block is visible in the interface, as shown in Figure 4 -(1). For a blocks-based environment, this demonstrates progress toward solving a task because it likely indicates that the programmer has correctly determined which block they need and have also found it in the interface.
Assembling Stage: Any needed program elements have been added to the program, but the code is incorrect. Continuing the loop example, the loop is in the user's program but is incorrectly placed or does not contain all of the required statements, as shown in Figure 4 - (2) . At this point, in a blocksbased environment, all the programmer must do is re-arrange the blocks to create the correct solution.
Completed
For each task, we record the time at which a user first reaches each stage. We note that it is possible that a user can regress to a previous stage. This commonly happens with the Ready-to-Program stage because the user may change the state of the interface away from being ready to solve the problem. Our stage-based model was a post-hoc analysis designed to more deeply understand the behaviors affecting task success. For our stage-based analysis we excluded two programming concepts: using an iterator within a for each loop and calling an API method (four of the twelve tasks in total). These four tasks initially begin in the Ready-to-Program Stage, instead of the first stage, Exploring & Searching because the participants did not need to change the state of the interface to find the component needed to complete the task. We believe that analyzing the remaining 8 tasks for this part makes sense because in order to best understand exactly where the problems are taking place, we want to look at tasks where all four stages are required for successful task completion. All results unrelated to our stage-based analysis are based on the data from all twelve tasks.
Results
We seek to answer three questions: (1) how does the interaction of annotations and example similarity affect novice programmers' performance on tasks using examples, (2) to what degree does the ability to map an example and target problem correlate with task success, and (3) to what degree do programming environment and coding behaviors predict task success?
How do novice programmers perform on tasks using examples and how do annotations and example similarity affect performance?
To answer this, we discuss the overall task success, the effects of annotations on task success, and the effects of example-task similarity on task success.
Overall Task Performance
Overall, participants completed 30.3% of tasks correctly. This result generally aligns with our expectation and the idea that novices often struggle completing tasks using examples. We will discuss this result further later in the paper. When completing most tasks, most participants did not move past the Exploring & Searching Stage (51.6%). Conversely, most participants failed to reach the correct solution (only 30.3% succeeded). Only 9.8% of tasks ended at the ReadyTo-Program Stage and 8.2% of tasks ended at the Assembling Stage (as seen in Table 2 ). We also investigated whether gender may play a role in task performance by including it as a covariate in our analysis based on past research on gender in end-user programming [74] . However, we found no significant gender differences in any of the statistical tests we ran. 
Effects of Annotations
Using MANCOVA and Roy's largest root, there is a significant effect of annotations versus no annotation on program performance, Θ = .35, F(12, 66) = 1.93, p < .05. The three annotation conditions outperformed the no annotation condition. Separate univariate ANCOVAs revealed that there are no significant differences between the three annotation styles.
This effect was also present for the similar example tasks; participants who used similar examples with any annotation style significantly out-performed participants without any annotations, Θ = .21, F(6, 72) = 2.52, p < .05. However, we found no significant effect for dissimilar examples and annotation styles. We would have expected annotations to assist novice programmers in solving dissimilar example problems, since the annotations help novice programmers to map examples and problems. For dissimilar example tasks, participants may have needed more time to understand the mapping between the task and the example, which prevented them from having time to actually complete the task, though they may have realized how to complete it by the end of the task time.
We also wanted to know whether the annotations had any effect on which stage participants made it to for their tasks. We computed the percent of the tasks that finished in each stage, for each participant. Because the Completed Stage is functionally equivalent to program correctness results presented above, we report whether the annotations had any effect in the earlier stages. Using a MANCOVA and Roy's largest root, there is a significant effect of annotation versus no annotation on the stage participants reached, Θ = .10, F(3, 81) = 2.74, p < .05. Compared to the no annotation condition, participants with annotations were slightly more likely to finish their tasks at a higher stage than the no annotation condition. Separate univariate ANCOVAs revealed that there are no significant differences between the three annotation styles.
Effects of Example-Task Similarity
As predicted, participants correctly completed more tasks using similar examples (Mdn = 2.2 of 6 points) than dissimilar examples (Mdn = 1.83 of 6 points), p < .01, r = -.34. The low median task scores align with the low overall success rate. Using a MANCOVA and Roy's largest root, there is a significant effect of example-task similarity on the stage, Θ = .06, F(2, 168) = 4.78, p < .01. We will discuss how annotations and example-task similarity affect mappings in the next section.
To what degree does the ability to map an example and target problem correlate with task success?
First we discuss the overall results for mapping and task success as well as example similarity, which both support the idea that mapping and task success are related. However, it turns out that mappings and performance actually have a relatively low correlation. Finally, we describe behaviors that may be influencing the low correlation.
Overall Mapping and Task Success
In the majority of tasks, participants either made no measurable progress towards a solution (51.6% ended the task in the Exploring & Searching Stage) or correctly completed them (30.3% ended the task in the Completed Stage). Table 2 shows the percentage of the total tasks that reached each stage and the proportions of tasks for the stages that had correct mappings. While there are some instances in which participants have identified the necessary code elements and failed to arrive at a fully correct solution (ending the task in the Assembling Stage), the ability to modify and test a program appears to enable those who successfully added the needed code element to complete the task. We found an increasing proportion of correct mappings for tasks ending in the later stages. For tasks ending in the Exploring & Searching Stage, 45.6% of tasks had correct mappings. By the Completed Stage, 72.6% of tasks had correct mappings. This trend is consistent with correct mappings contributing to task success.
Annotation and Mapping Results
Using MANCOVA and Roy's largest root, there is a significant effect of annotations versus no annotation on correct mapping of the example to the program, Θ = .38, F(12, 66) = 2.10, p < .05. Separate univariate ANCOVAs revealed that there are no significant differences between the three annotation styles. Compared to the no annotation condition, all participants whose examples had annotations constructed correct example-program mappings more often. There is also a significant effect of annotations versus no annotation on correct mappings when looking at both the similar example tasks, Θ = .23, F(6, 72) = 2.73, p < .05, and the dissimilar example tasks, Θ = .25, F(6,72) = 3.01, p < .05. This suggests that even for similar examples, annotations are important in helping novices understand mappings. While this is what we expected for dissimilar tasks, as the annotations can help to fill in information missing when there is low surface similarity, this is unexpected for the similar example tasks. We would expect the surface similarity in the similar example tasks to make them doable without annotations. We believe one reason for this may be the difficulty level of some tasks. When a novice programmer is working on a task that is beyond their current level of understanding, surface similarity may not be enough to assist in understanding the correlation between an example and a problem, but an annotation can improve this.
Example Similarity and Mapping
A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test revealed that participants were more successful at similar example mapping (Mdn = 5 of 6 correct mappings) than dissimilar example mapping (Mdn = 3 of 6 correct mappings), p < .001, r = -.65.
Mapping and Task Success Connection to Analogical Reasoning
While the upward trend of mappings for each stage and the similar and dissimilar example results start to support a relationship between mapping and task success, we found only a weak correlation, rb = .21, p < .001. This low correlation provides some support for Novick and Holyoak's findings that mappings are necessary but not sufficient for problem solving [71] . However, it is worth noting that nearly 28% of fully correct tasks did not have correct mappings, which suggests that some participants may be solving tasks using a strategy outside of analogical reasoning. If Gentner's structure-mapping theory holds for programming, we should have seen a strong correlation between mapping success and program success. Structure-mapping theory states that the primary difficulty problem solving using analogies comes through mapping the problems. If learners can successfully map the problems, they should be able to correctly solve the target problem. In that scenario, we would only observe problems with executing that plan such as difficulty finding a needed program element. Instead, we saw a weak correlation. We explore possible reasons behind the weak correlation using the stages of task completion:
Correct mappings and incorrect tasks:
• Participants may have developed their mappings too late in the task to use them. This could happen as a result of attempting to solve the problem without using the example initially, either through a desire to complete the task independently or because of difficulties understanding the example (discussed in Sec. 5.2.5 Correct Mappings and Incomplete Solution Plans). This is suggested by a large number of irrelevant edits in the early stages.
• Participants may have generated full plans based on the mappings between the example and target problems but struggled to execute those plans within the programming environment (discussed in Sec. 5.2.6 Correct Mappings and Difficulties Executing Solution Plans). Many user interface actions in the early stages of a task could support that users were searching for how to execute their solution plans.
Incorrect mapping and correct task:
• Though we based our mapping task on those used in psychology studies in the past, there are differences in blocks programming environments that may have made the mapping task unclear (discussed in Sec. 5.2.7 Mapping Task Design).
We now describe each of these three cases and the data that supports these as possible reasons for the low correlation between mapping and performance.
Correct Mappings and Incomplete Solution Plans
For 25.4% of tasks with correct mappings, participants' behavior suggests that they began with an incomplete solution plan and tested multiple variations to arrive at a solution. Adding the missing code element for a problem marks the boundary between forming a plan and beginning to carry out that plan. In our stage-based model, participants implemented their solution plans during the Assembling Stage.
If participants shaped solutions through working with the programming environment, we would expect to see more testing behavior through higher numbers of edits and program executions. To explore this, we divided the tasks in the Assembling Stage with correct mappings into low editing (0 or 1 edits beyond those necessary to solve the task's problem) and high editing (two or more extra edits) groups. A Wilcoxon SignedRanks test revealed that there is a significant difference in the number of program executions between the high (Mdn = 2) and low (Mdn = 1) editing groups, p < .001, r = -.38. Behavior in the low editing group (74.6% of tasks) is consistent with Gentner's separation between planning a problem solution and executing it [70] . Behavior in the high editing group suggests that for 25.4% of tasks, participants began to execute an incomplete solution plan, supporting Novick and Holyoak's findings that mappings are not always sufficient to enable problem solving [71] . These types of difficulties spurred our third question about the ability of programming behavior using examples to predict success or failure.
Correct Mappings and Difficulties Executing Solution Plans
Difficulties executing a solution plan may explain some task failures, but we failed to find evidence suggesting that execution difficulties are a large source of task failures.
If a participant is able to generate a plan but struggles to execute their plan, we would expect that task to end in the Exploring & Searching Stage (no progress) or Ready-toProgram Stage (interface correct) with correct mappings and a higher rate of user interface actions due to search behavior. A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test revealed that there is a marginally significant difference between the number of user interface actions among tasks ending in the Exploring & Searching Stage and the Ready-to-Program Stage with correct mappings (Mdn = 110) and without correct mappings (Mdn = 84), p = .05, r = -.14. This suggests that there are likely some tasks in which participants had a plan but struggled to execute it. However, it seems unlikely that difficulties executing a solution plan account for a large proportion of failed tasks.
Mapping Task Design
In 27.3% of the tasks that reached the Completed Stage (9.1% of all tasks), participants produced incorrect mappings but correctly completed the program. Based on reviewing a random selection of 20% of these mappings, we observed that:
• Some participants struggled to represent mappings where a code element present in the example was related to something that needed to be added to their program. This meant that one correct mapping was to map a block in the example to an empty space in the task code. It was not clearly specified how to do this, so this was a weakness of the mapping task design. Since many tasks require that participants add programming constructs, we may need to explore alternative methods for capturing these mappings.
• In some cases, participants mapped sub-elements of a statement rather than full code statements. For example, a participant might map the method callers, names, and parameters for two statements. We did not rate subelement mappings as correct, even when a mapping between their parent statements was correct. In these cases, it seemed more likely that participants were drawing lines between everything that was in the same location in the code, rather than understanding that the methods as a whole were the important related components. However, it is possible that participants who created sub-element mappings may have correctly understood the code.
5.3.
Where in the process of solving a programming problem using an example do novices struggle and which behaviors predict success and failure?
In order to understand what challenges participants were having, we wanted to determine what kinds of programming behavior predict success and failure at each of the stages (Exploring & Searching, Ready-to-Program, Assembling, and Completed). To do this, we (1) identified predictive features from among the programming behavior features, as shown in Table 3 , and then (2) used the subset of predictive features to train a decision tree that predicts successful completion of each of the stages in our stage model.
In this process, we used two classifiers: random forests and decision trees. A random forest is "a classifier consisting of a collection of tree-structured classifiers" where the input to each of the classifiers is an independent identically distributed random vector and each classifier "votes" for the most popular [75] . In our analysis, we used R's randomForest package, which implements Breiman and Cutler's algorithm for random forests [76] . A decision tree is a classifier that partitions the space based on the values of the internal nodes. Each leaf of the tree has the most likely target value based on the paths from the root that reach that leaf.
To identify predictive features for each stage, we trained a random forest of 500 trees using a combination of performance based features (see Table 1 ) and demographic features. The demographic features included age, condition, and gender. Note that all of the performance features are stage-specific. In predicting which tasks would achieve the Ready-to-Program Stage, we used only performance features for the previous stage, the Exploring & Searching Stage. Then, for each of the forests, we examined the variable importance statistics and identified the subset of features that improved the meansquared error by more than 10% for use in constructing the decision tree. Next, we trained an individual decision tree for each stage using our selected subset of features (see Table 3 ). We use the resulting decision trees to pull out behavioral differences between successful and unsuccessful participants at each stage. In training both the random forests and decision trees, we included only tasks that achieved the previous stage. Notice that most of the features used for this analysis do not explicitly focus on the example, but instead attempt to measure the behaviors that indicate difficulties using the example. There are several reasons for this: (1) we did did not use eye-tracking, so the main ways to measure example use were mouse movements and example executions, and (2) participants very rarely executed the example code.
First, we will discuss how we assessed our decision tree models and then we will explore the decision trees for each of the stages and discuss the features that predict success and failure for those stages.
Decision Tree Model Quality
We assessed the quality of our three decision tree models in two ways:
First, we constructed a Baseline Model that always predicts the most common classification (success or failure) for that stage. Using a binomial test, we evaluate whether the decision tree performs significantly better than this baseline (see Ta- 
To provide additional insight, we also constructed a Null Mixed Logistic Regression model with two random factors: task ID and participant ID. This model leverages the fact that knowing the difficulty of the task and the general performance of a participant is often sufficient to make good performance predictions. As expected, the Null Mixed Logistic Regression models perform fairly well. It is important to note that they leverage task and participant information that we intentionally excluded from our decision tree model. Yet, the decision tree models achieve similar accuracy using purely behavioral data (see Table 4 ).
In training both the random forests and decision trees, we included only the subset of tasks that successfully achieved the previous stage. Figure 6 shows the decision tree that predicts whether a given task will achieve the Ready-to-Program Stage (correct interface state) given the programming behavior during the . These participants made and tested a small number of changes before moving on to searching for the necessary code elements in the interface.
Predicting Ready-to-Program Stage Success

Predicting Assembling Stage Success
A task successfully reaches the Assembling Stage when the participant adds a code element needed for task completion. Figure 7 shows the decision tree that predicts success at reaching the Assembling Stage based on the programming behavior in the Ready-to-Program Stage. Ready-to-Program Stage late in the task, that often predicted failure. Figure 8 shows the decision tree that predicts success at reaching the Completed Stage, based on the programming behavior in the Assembling Stage. Effectively, tasks break into three categories based on the number of user interface actions. Overall, tasks with fewer than 35 user interface actions were most successful: 88% achieve a correct task solution. Tasks with a mid-range (ranging from 35 to 85) number of user interface actions were least successful, only 22% arrived at a correct solution. Interestingly, tasks with the highest number of user interface actions were more successful than those in the mid-range: 54% achieved a correct solution. We note that user interface actions are strongly correlated with code editing, p < .001, r(205)=. 64 .
Predicting Completed Stage Success
Once participants reach the Assembling Stage, they have all of the code elements necessary to correctly solve the task. So, moving from the Assembling Stage to the Completed Stage is a matter of placing the code elements in the right positions. The group with the lowest number of user interface actions shows a more selective approach to making code changes. In the middle, participants made a larger number of edits, but likely with less deliberation about each individual change. Since even with relatively short programs, there are a large number of potential edits that can be made, this strategy tended towards failure. Finally, the group that made the largest number of code edits shows an increase in overall success rates. This may be a result of a fast guess and test approach.
Discussion
We first go into further discussion on each of our primary topics: (1) example annotations, (2) analogical reasoning, and (3) programming behavior analysis as compared to a qualitative study on example use. Then, we discuss the importance of how this work fits into the larger picture of blocks-based programming environments. 
High Failure Rates Regardless of Annotation
While we hypothesized that the different annotation conditions would provide different affordances for similar and dissimilar example mappings and performance, we did not find significant performance differences between the individual annotation styles for mapping or for task performance. One reason for this might be that each of the annotations provided extra information to lead participants to better mappings and solutions [17] . Yet, novices still had significant problems completing tasks in all conditions. Looking at the results, the two main issues causing low overall success were (1) inability to move beyond the Exploring & Searching Stage, and (2) incomplete solution plans with correct mappings. In order to help novice programmers in using examples, future work should address these two problems.
Our study results suggest that supporting novices in taking the first steps in using an example is crucial, similar to a finding that getting started is generally difficult for end-user programmers working on specified tasks [77] . In 51% of tasks, participants made no discernible progress towards a solution. Of those who made any progress, 62% arrived at the correct solution. One reason for this is that novice programmers may be overwhelmed at first, trying to figure out what to focus on and how to start. Only 45% of participants at this stage made correct mappings, so it may be critical to nudge novices back toward looking at and using an example if they have made a certain number of edits with no progress. Another issue might be that a programmer does not understand the example if their mapping is wrong, which could indicate the need for multiple examples of varying surface similarity, allowing novices to search for another example if the first one is confusing.
We showed that one reason behind failure is that once novice programmers reach the Assembling Stage, they often do not have a complete or correct plan for how to reach the solution. This means that although they understand the relationships between the task and the example, they do not know how to formulate a plan. The first step in helping novices in this situation is to be able to identify that they are having this specific issue. Based on our results, we believe systems should automatically keep track of whether a novice has added the correct component, whether they have reached a correct solution, and whether they have made multiple edits. Essentially, a system could leverage the stage model discussed in our results to keep track of progress and provide strategic advice. Future work could use this model as a starting point for educational strategies in programming, similar to the problem solving strategies introduced by Loksa et al. [78] .
Programming Examples and Analogical Reasoning
In nearly 75% of tasks, participants' behavior is consistent with the prediction that mapping success is sufficient to enable task success. However, in the remaining 25% of tasks, participants made a series of code edits and program executions that suggests they did not have a full solution in mind when they began to make changes to the target program. If we can think of example code use as analogical problem solving, this opens up this topic to being able to apply other findings from analogical problem solving research to support for novice programming with examples. Two applications of analogical reasoning that could apply to novice programming are (1) using visual analogies as hints and (2) work on analogical reasoning across ages.
Research has found that visual analogies can be used as cues to hint at an analogy that had been presented earlier [79] . This could apply to novice programming because once a novice programmer has learned a concept once, they may still not realize that they should use it in another situation. In this case, a visual analogy might be useful because it would cue memory of previously provided information, without being repetitive. One study on programmers found that they naturally use examples as reminders [9] , so this might be useful for novices as they are learning as well.
Work on analogical problem solving and the development of reasoning in children may also apply to example use in novice programming, since blocks-based environments exist for all ages. One study found that middle school students were stronger at solving analogy problems, but pre-schoolers were also capable of using an analogy to solve a new problem [80] . Further, middle school students often had similar performance as adults. This implies that we may be able to use similar support for middle school children and adults. Examples are also likely to be applicable for very young novice programmers, but the analogies must be very carefully selected [80] .
Programming Behavior and Relation to Qualitative Study on Example Use
This study inspired a qualitative study on the barriers of novice programmer example use that looked at what novice programmers talked about during similar tasks to this study [53] . In the qualitative study, participants worked in pairs and only saw examples with the Visual Emphasis annotation. Findings included hurdles to success like being distracted by other exciting aspects of the programming environment, not understanding the example, not knowing where to find components in the interface, and trouble implementing solutions due to misunderstandings about the code.
Three hurdles from the qualitative study seem to align well with predictions in the decision trees: the context distraction hurdle, the example comprehension hurdle, and the programming environment hurdle.
• In the context distraction hurdle, participants talked about exploring the programming interface and trying out ideas they had to solve the task based on what they saw in the programming environment (rather than the example). This aligns with the decision tree in which having edits in the Exploring & Searching Stage often leads to failure, shown in Figure 6 .
• The example comprehension hurdle captured participants talking about not understanding how an example worked or how it was relevant to a task. Spending long amounts of time with the example (as in the Assembling Stage decision tree in Figure 7 ) may indicate that a participant was trying to understand an example but struggling.
• In the programming environment hurdle, participants discussed having trouble finding a block they needed to solve a task, or having trouble editing their code in some manner. This aligns with the fact that a large number of UI actions in the Ready-to-program Stage likely means that a participant will not reach the Assembling Stage, as shown in the first prediction branch in Figure 7 .
Novice programmers' descriptions of their difficulties on similar tasks aligning with the behavioral predictions in this analysis supports the value of using decision trees and behavioral data to explore example use and predict success.
Examples and Blocks-Based Programming
While examples are readily available for programmers in text languages, there are many fewer resources for programmers in blocks-based programming environments to find examples. Part of this may be due to the fact that it is not as easy to quickly copy and paste code to a forum like it is for text languages. However, the popularity of using example code in programming implies that it is important for the research community to address example use in blocks-based programming languages. This research topic is further compounded by the fact that most blocks-based programming language users are novices, so using examples is not as straightforward as it would be for experts. This study contributes a better understanding of novice blocks programmers using examples with varying annotations and similarities. This study also begins to explore two ways to predict success or failure of novice programmers using examples in blocks-based programming environments.
For the analogical mapping task, participants drew lines between components that were related in the example and the task. While there were several challenges in the implementation of this task, the challenges for a text-based language would be different. Instead of having discrete components, or blocks, that can be connected with lines, the participants would have to somehow decide which part of the code they wanted to connect and mark that in an understandable way. For novices, this might be more challenging because blocks of code are not necessarily as obvious in a text language. Furthermore, it would be much more difficult to group correct and incorrect mappings because participants would be able to draw lines between many more combinations of characters, whereas in a blocks-based programming environment, there are more constraints.
Our task stages and decision tree predictive modeling were also highly blocks-specific. For example, some of the stages were based on having the UI in the correct configuration to access the blocks needed to succeed in the task. This works across almost all blocks-based programming environments, where blocks are organized in palettes that programmers must correctly select to find the component that they need. In a text language, the intermediate steps would be different and likely more difficult to observe. Furthermore, code edits are easier to define in a blocks-based programming environment because it is easy to track when a code block has been added to a program, modified in a discrete way, or removed. In a text programming language, it would be more challenging to define when a code change has started and ended. While heuristics could be created for this purpose, the strategy used in this paper suits a blocks-based programming language more easily and effectively.
Limitations
In this study, we focused exclusively on the behavior of young novices as they attempt to use examples. Although young novice programmers may share some challenges with older novices, there are likely unique features about their approach to using examples. While we suspect that analogical reasoning has similar behavior in older children and adults, we do not know which aspects of the programming behavior we observed would apply to adult novices.
Additionally, participants were unfamiliar with both the target program and the example. Some prior work suggests that adult novices often attempt to integrate several snippets of found code to solve a problem [13] . This results in a situation similar to that of our study: novice programmers have code to modify that they do not fully understand and an example they want to apply to it. We think this is an important type of example use, but we acknowledge that it does not capture all example use. The combination of a familiar, understood target program and an unfamiliar example is important and not addressed through this study.
Conclusions and Future Work
Overall, our results support other findings that completing programming tasks using examples is challenging for novice programmers. While similar examples and annotations help novice programmers perform better, it is clear that these are not enough support for novice programmers using examples. However, it is interesting that the three annotation conditions were not significantly different, indicating that the simple visual emphasis may be enough help even for novices to draw attention to the part of the example related to their task. This could be highly valuable if a system needed to automatically annotate examples, as visual emphasis is the only of the three where automation would be a viable option.
In terms of predicting success, analogical mapping seems like a promising method, but needs some improvement. Although we did not want to interrupt task flow to assess analogical mappings, future educational systems may benefit from integrating analogical mapping tasks into learning materials, which would allow them to measure analogical mappings during tasks. Furthermore, if future work could reduce the number of errors in mapping due to the way the mapping task was operationalized, there might be a higher correlation between mappings and success. Specifically, adding more constraints about which components can be mapped and how to map blocks in an example to missing blocks in a task are two important future directions for this evaluation method. We believe better constraints and a stricter time limit could vastly improve the consistency and accuracy of this method.
The stage-based analysis and decision tree models provide information about which programming behaviors impact success at each stage of the problem solving process. We found that in most tasks that do not succeed, participants did not progress past the Exploring & Searching Stage. This has important implications for the beginning of a task, when participants seem to need the most help. The large number of UI actions leading to failure in later stages gives some support to the idea of adding programming environment assistance to examples if programmers do not have the option to directly insert the example code into their program. These stages are highly applicable to other blocks-based programming environments where programmers normally must follow the same process to find the components they need in the interface, add them to their program, and then modify the program to complete the task. One promising future direction for this analysis of programming behaviors is in designing educational systems, such as intelligent tutoring systems, where a system could assess programmer behavior in real-time and use that to provide feedback to the learner.
